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MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE
Thank you to all of you who contributed to the May edition of e-Current. This
edition contains an interesting range of organisation updates, articles, and
project summaries.
It was great to see so many society members attending and presenting at the
joint NZHS and MSNZ Conference held in Christchurch in December. More than
330 people attended over the three days to experience a diverse programme
which included 190 oral and 52 poster presentations, the opportunity to engage
with a variety of trade stands, and fieldtrips to the wider region. It was great
to have participants for the (inaugural) 5-min special session – the audience
were taken on a scientific journey into music, poetry, and art! Although the
venue posed some restrictions, we hope that delegates were able to explore
the Garden City and enjoy functions at the University of Canterbury Staff Club
and the Christchurch Art Gallery. Thank you to everyone for their commitment
to attend and present at the Christchurch conference and to our generous
sponsors. It sounds like the 2019 conference organising committee is well
underway to organising another exciting and diverse conference titled “Water:
Above, Below, and Beyond”. We look forward to seeing you all at the Energy
Events Centre, Rotorua, from 3 – 6th December, 2019 and experiencing some
great Bay of Plenty hospitality.
Recently the executive committee members have been busy working on content
for a new society website (due for release in June), planning and wrapping-up
conferences and workshops, and publishing the Journal of Hydrology. Volume
57 (2) of the journal contains some interesting reading, with a diverse range
of articles addressing nitrogen attenuation, characterisation of Christchurch
springs, and water management. Overall, society members appear to be busy
undertaking projects, applying for research funding, engaging with stakeholders,
and disseminating their project results. There have been several successful
hydrology-related events this year including the first ‘Groundswell’ symposium
and the NZHS Technical Hydrology Workshop.
Congratulations to Madison Frank and Jake Connolly who (jointly) received
the Best Emerging Presenter award at the technical workshop. Madison and
Jake have the opportunity to attend the Australian Hydrographers Association
conference in 2020 as representatives of the NZHS. Further congratulations to
Connie Tschritter and Matt Hope who have been selected to accompany Mike
Ede (NZHS Treasurer) to represent the society at the Korean Water Resources
Association conference later in May. A reminder that there are several other
travel and project grants available to society members. We encourage society
members to check out the criteria and apply for these funding opportunities.
As we all continue working hard to better understand and manage hydrological
challenges throughout New Zealand - don’t forget to take time out of the office
or field, to celebrate successes, and prioritise the wellbeing of yourself and
those around you.

Abigail Lovett
Lead Scientist & Director
Earth & Environmental Science Ltd.
abigail@eescience.co.nz
021 2800 750
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Jonathan Moores, NIWA

ARTICLES

Activating Water Sensitive Urban Design
Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) is an alternative to conventional forms of urban development
that uses natural soil and plant processes to manage stormwater, promote water re-use and enhance
urban liveability (for example see Figure 1). The Activating WSUD research project is funded by
the Building Better Homes, Towns and Cities National Science Challenge to investigate and help
address barriers to the adoption of WSUD in New Zealand. The project began in late 2017 with a
“discovery phase” which involved working with practitioners in workshops and via surveys, leading
to a programme of ‘quick win’ research in three core areas: costs, benefits, and maintenance. Over
the past 12 months the project has explored these topics through field assessments, case studies,
reviewing international literature and the development of tools and guidance material.

Figure 1: Kirimoko Park WSUD residential subdivision in Wanaka, showing narrow roads, grass swales and
raingardens to manage stormwater runoff.

We have found WSUD to be cost-effective because it avoids some costs of building hard
infrastructure and the hidden costs of deferred environmental remediation, while delivering better
‘bang-for-buck’ in removing stormwater contaminants. We have demonstrated that the benefits of
WSUD can extend well beyond those of hydrological and water quality management, for instance
by enhancing the terrestrial environment, helping with microclimate management and contributing
to the well-being of urban communities. In complementary research, the project has started to
investigate how WSUD in Aotearoa values, recognises, and provides for Te Ao Māori and how it
could do better. We have developed the ‘More Than Water’ tool to help assessments of projects
reflect the costs and benefits advantages of adopting WSUD approaches, for instance to support
project planning and consultation.
We have found that problems around WSUD maintenance are linked to inadequate consideration
at the design stage and inadequate recording of the location and condition of WSUD assets at
‘handover’, especially those in public spaces. Together, these have led to acceptance of defective
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devices and a lack of maintenance. Based on observations at our case-study locations, we have
developed guidance on the design of low-maintenance WSUD and checklists for acceptance. In
addition, we have reviewed financial incentives employed overseas, finding that, while there is
no ‘silver bullet,’ a tool box of approaches is available to incentivise the uptake of WSUD in New
Zealand.
The research effort has been supported by engaging with Melbourne’s WSUD community to learn
from the experience of researchers and water managers there. A wide range of learnings from that
city’s transition appear to be relevant to New Zealand, with the importance of effective governance,
leadership and collaboration at the top of the list.
The findings of the research are being delivered through workshops for NZ’s WSUD community and
are available on the project web site1.
The Activating WSUD project is a partnership involving Maanaki Whenua Landcare Research, NIWA, Koru
Environmental Ltd and Batstone and Associates. For further information contact
jonathan.moores@niwa.co.nz or SimcockR@landcareresearch.co.nz.
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https://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/science/living/cities,-settlements-and-communities/water-sensitive-urban-design
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Shailesh Kumar Singh*, George A. Griffiths, Malte Zeddies,
Ude Shankar, National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research, Christchurch, New Zealand

ARTICLES

*Corresponding Author Shailesh.Singh@niwa.co.nz

Groundwater Recharge Potential within
New Zealand
Groundwater is one of the important sources of water for agriculture, industry and domestic use in
New Zealand. Owing to New Zealand’s terrain of high elevation and steep slopes, most precipitation
becomes near surface runoff to the east and west coasts of the country. Groundwater recharge is
a prerequisite for sustainable groundwater management. Movement of water from the unsaturated
zone to the saturated zone is defined as groundwater recharge (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Recharge
occurs only when water flows underneath the ground and infiltrates into the saturated zone (Yeh et
al., 2016). Several factors affect the occurrence and movement of groundwater, such as lithology,
geological structure, slope, drainage pattern, landform, land use/land cover, and climate (Jaiswal
et al., 2003; Thapa et al., 2017). Consequently, it is necessary to consider all the above factors to
understand the Groundwater Recharge Potential (GWRpot) of an area.
A comprehensive GIS approach was used to map the potential groundwater recharge zones
across New Zealand. National data sets of lithology, slope, aspect, land use, soil drainage and
drainage density were converted to raster data sets with a spatial resolution of 500 by 500 m and
superimposed to derive groundwater potential zones (GWRpot) using Multi Influencing Factor (MIF)
technique (Magesh et al., 2012).
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Figure 1: Integration of relevant factors to derive GWRpot zone maps
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Three approaches were adopted to determine the relative importance (weight) of each factor
and thus reduce the uncertainty of the final weights. The weights of the three approaches don’t
differ much, indicating a low degree of uncertainty in the chosen weights. The GWRpot zones were
classified into five descriptive classes, namely ‘very high’, ‘high’, ‘medium’, ‘low’ and ‘very low’. Most
of New Zealand is classified into medium and high GWRpot zones. The results indicate that urban
settlements and mountainous areas with steep slopes, hard rocks and thin soil layers have a low
potential, whereas low elevation areas and flat terrains with Quaternary sediments have a high
potential for groundwater recharge. The final GWRpot map (Fig. 2) can be used as an initial guide
for nationwide assessment of groundwater resources and their management and for demarcating
regions most susceptible to pollution. The resulting maps can also be used to identify areas of
high nutrient leaching in zones where high groundwater recharge potential exists. Details of the
methodology and results can be found in Singh et al. (2018).
Figure 2: Mapped GWRpot zones across New
Zealand according to the combined weight
approach

Freeze, R.A.; Cherry, J.A. 1979. Groundwater. 604 pp. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.
Jaiswal, R.; Mukherjee, S.; Krishnamurthy, J.; Saxena, R. 2003. Role of remote sensing and GIS techniques for generation of
groundwater prospect zones towards rural development--an approach. International Journal of Remote Sensing 24(5): 993-1008.
Magesh, N.; Chandrasekar, N.; Soundranayagam, J.P. 2012. Delineation of groundwater potential zones in Theni district, Tamil Nadu,
using remote sensing, GIS and MIF techniques. Geoscience Frontiers 3(2): 189-196.
Singh, S.K.; Zeddies, M.; Shankar, U.; Griffiths, G.A. 2018. Potential groundwater recharge zones within New Zealand. Geoscience
Frontiers 10(3): 1065-1072. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gsf.2018.05.018: 1-9.
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Thapa, R.; Gupta, S.; Guin, S.; Kaur, H. 2017. Assessment of groundwater potential zones using multi-influencing factor (MIF) and
GIS: a case study from Birbhum district, West Bengal. Applied Water Science 7(7): 4117-4131. DOI:10.1007/s13201-017-0571-z
Yeh, H.-F.; Cheng, Y.-S.; Lin, H.-I.; Lee, C.-H. 2016. Mapping groundwater recharge potential zone using a GIS approach in Hualian
river, Taiwan. Sustainable Environment Research 26(1): 33-43.
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Jeremy Bulleid, NIWA
Thomas Wilding, Hawke’s Bay Regional Council

ARTICLES

Rising Bubble Method field trials in
Hawkes Bay
Introduction
In the November 2018 issue (54) of Current, we gave an overview of the Rising Bubble Method
(RBM) and of our progress with the development of a practical RBM tool to improve the reliable
measurement of water flowing in lowland weedy streams. This is part of an MBIE Envirolink Tools
project we are carrying out in collaboration with regional councils. In principle, we release ‘precision’
air bubbles from a streambed to enable direct calculation of Total Discharge (Q). In this follow-up
article we share some of the results from recent field trials that we carried out near Napier with
Hawke’s Bay Regional Council (HBRC) staff.
Measuring Q at Raupare Stream, near Napier

Figure 1: Paul Hodgkinson and Thomas Wilding (HBRC) deploy the bubble line at Raupare Stream.

The bubble line spanned the 4-m width of the stream and was configured with 20 bubble injectors
0.2 m apart. We assumed that Q would remain constant over the very short measurement period
(a few seconds) and took 10 ‘snapshots’ of Q, calculated from 17 seconds of video (1040 frames at
60 frames per second). A single bubble was injected simultaneously from each of the 20 injectors
to release a line of bubbles at the streambed across the width of the stream. This was repeated nine
more times (every 1.7 seconds). Each of the 10 snapshots gave an instantaneous value of Q.
Less than a second elapsed between the earliest and latest bubbles to ‘just surface’ within each
sequence with the difference depending on the depth. The mean depth was 0.6 m. Our reference
was a Sontek FlowTracker, sampling at 20, 60 and 80% of depth every 0.2 m.
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Figure 2: Underwater view showing each injector simultaneously releasing a single bubble.

Figure 3: Left - bubbles surfacing. Middle - colour-coded chart depicts the partial discharge that each of the 20
injectors contributed to Q showing how the flow rate (not the velocity) varied across the stream width. Right results from 10 ‘flow-shots’, producing 10 near-instantaneous snap shots of Q.

We also carried out a wading gauging with a prototype single-point RBM wading rod. Q was 0.448
m3/s and 95% of 100 resample replicates fell within 3.3% of the mean.
Measuring Q at Karewarewa Stream

9

Figure 4: Left - Paul
Hodgkinson and Thomas
Wilding (HBRC) deploy the
bubble line at Karewarewa
Stream. Thomas did a lot of
clearing and weeding to get
a FlowTracker measurement
on his previous visit. Right snapshots of total discharge
show good repeatability
and agreement with the
reference.
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The equipment and results

Figure 5: Left - Phil Hall and Thomas Wilding preparing equipment at Karamu Stream. Right – graphical overview
of results so far, showing a range of flow rates.

What are the remaining challenges?
Do we always need to measure bubble rise velocity?
Because Q is directly proportional to bubble rise velocity (Vr), any uncertainty in Vr is transferred
directly to Q. Initially we considered that it would be good practice to use the Velocimeter on site,
to measure rise velocity before and after each reading. But what are the consequences of not always
doing this local water calibration (in situ, or taking a sample back to the lab)? After all, it involves
extra work.
We analysed Vr data from: Halswell River, over nearly two years, and from five different streams in
Hawke’s Bay over four days. The table below shows the Vr (m/s) we measured at each stream.
Halswell
0.203
(median of 8 measurements)

Karamu
0.211

Tutaekuri-W
0.209

Raupare
0.219

Paritua
0.208

Karewarewa
0.215

We need a lot more data before we can answer this question, but if we were to increase the
measurement uncertainty, could we normalise Vr for a given site, range of sites, season or flow rate?
The need for compressed air
During the Hawke’s Bay trials we used a petrol-driven air compressor, since there was no mains
power at any of the five sites we visited. Clearly this is not practical for any future monitoring
station. It takes a significant amount of energy to compress air, and this will likely have to be
supplied on site from solar panels. Alternatively, a dive tank may be used. Either way, it’s necessary
to minimise the amount of compressed air needed. In the previous sections we’ve shown that we
can obtain a Q measurement with a single-shot of bubbles. This is encouraging, as it has important
practical implications. Taking a measurement every 15 minutes would use very little air. It would
minimise compressor/storage size and the energy required to compress air on site. Alternatively, it
would minimise dive tank refills.
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Making the bubble line more robust
While the bubble line has survived five deployments, the compressed air fittings are exposed and
would not survive being stood on. A good solution is to fit a simple cover with clearance around the
bubble outlets. This would prevent floating weed from building up around the compressed air supply
tubes and facilitate occasional in-situ cleaning with a broom.
Automation
Trials we’ve carried out so far indicate that RBM produces excellent repeatability. While we can now
capture a video with a hand-held GoPro camera, and achieve results that compare favourably with
the available references (e.g., FlowTracker), manual post-processing of the video is slow - each of the
Raupare series took about 30 minutes - but is still quicker than a FlowTracker gauging.
In a permanent (fixed) installation we would require accurate distance references to be established
to enable conversion of pixels to true distance. The tag lines we use for development would then be
redundant. The software would ‘draw’ virtual taglines and these would remain valid for as long as the
camera remained fixed.
Our biggest remaining challenge is to automate the RBM process. A datalogger will initiate a ‘flowshot’, triggering a line of bubbles and turning on the camera for ~5 seconds. Here we can have two
levels of automation: partial and full automation. In partial automation, short video files would
telemetered for manual post-processing. This would mean not having to travel to the site.
However, the holy grail is full automation, using Artificial Intelligence (AI) to detect the definitive ‘just
surfacing’ bubbles and calculating their true downstream displacements. An AI network has been
developed and is being trained with bubble images. Detection is working well when the images have
sufficient resolution. Therein lies the challenge - obtaining this resolution, while getting ‘full-streamwidth’ within the camera’s field of view, is the present limiting factor, and therefore our next focus.

Figure 6: The Artificially Intelligent trained network detects a ‘just-surfaced’ bubble at the pixel limit of resolution.

Acknowledgements
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Ethan Coulston, Environmental Monitoring officer, Hydrology Greater Wellington Regional Council, Masterton, New Zealand.

ARTICLES

Jennifer Leslie, Environmental Scientist- Pattle Delamore Partners Ltd,
Auckland, New Zealand.

Catch up with the ‘Best Young Presenters’

Following our presentations to the New Zealand Hydrological Society Technical Workshops in 2017
and 2018 we were both awarded the title of ‘Best Young Presenter’; an award given to the best
presentation by a hydrology professional within the first five years of their career. This is a great
initiative that promotes younger people in the workforce to come along and participate, which gives
us great experience and benefits us throughout our careers.
Along with the title, we were given sponsorship from ENVCO and the Australian Hydrographers
Association (AHA) to go over to Australia, and present at the November 2018 AHA conference held
in Canberra, ACT.
The AHA conference was a great experience, with many interesting presentations that really
highlighted to us some of the differences between New Zealand and Australian hydrological
monitoring - for example, it was noticeable that most rain gauges shown by Australian speakers were
either on top of buildings or installed on tall posts, which we often don’t do here in New Zealand. It
was evident, however, why this was the case; severe flooding often inundated the areas of these rain
gauges which would wreck sensors too often for it to be practical to mount on the ground.
Following the conference, a few of the AHA conference attendees were lucky enough to be invited
on a field trip into the Snowy Mountains area with Mic Clayton, the team leader of Hydrographic
Services at Snowy Hydro.
We left Canberra and drove about an hour south to a small town called Cooma, population 6,742.
Here we were taken to the control room for the Snowy Hydro scheme, where we were given an
introduction into the intricacies of managing the power scheme - everything from managing power
generation depending on the price of power to maintaining the levels of the 16 reservoirs (17 if you
count snowfall accumulation).
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Cooma Control room
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From here we travelled on to Corryong, an even smaller town of population 1,348. Along the way we
made several stops to view some of Snowy Hydro’s flow and meteorological stations, and visited a
town called Cabramurra for lunch. Cabramurra is Australia’s highest town and was established as a
workers’ town where Snowy Hydro employees lived.

Cabramurra

The snow that falls in the snowy mountains is a valuable resource, as the snowmelt will eventually fill
the reservoirs and thus produce electricity to sell. One method that is used to monitor snowfall is a
snow course. This is a stretch of land that has measuring staffs permanently installed along a stretch
of land and snowfall is recorded against the staffs every year. Another method used is a combination
of snow pillows and radars to determine snow density.
After a night in Corryong we headed back to Cooma via the scenic Alpine Way with a few stops
along the way – even including a gauging! The gauging took place at the Swampy Plain River. We
filmed the gauging using several drones and got great footage.
The Murray 2 Power station is one of Snowy Hydro’s hydroelectric power plants that is fed by the
water discharged from the Murray 1 power station, and discharges into the Khancoban Pondage and
into the Swampy Plain River. Two engineers from Murray 2 took us on a guided tour, which was a
great insight into the intricacies of operating and maintaining a 50-year old power plant.
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Deep Creek Snow Course snow depth comparison, 2018 vs 1994

Swampy Plain River Gauging

Murray 2 power station

Our last stop was at Jindabyne Dam- one of the largest freshwater reservoirs in New South Wales.
We visited the dam wall on the southern arm of the dam. We ventured further into the bush along
the outflow from the dam wall in search of a platypus – however, all we found were GIANT ants!
That evening, while reviewing the drone footage from the day at the local pub over some welldeserved beverages, Mic noted that, in fact, an elusive platypus could be seen swimming up the river
only 100 metres downstream of where we had been standing! Jennifer in particular was devastated,
as the platypus is her favourite animal and she had been hoping to see one for the first time in the
wild.
The trip was a great opportunity for us to present to our peers in Australia and to see first-hand
examples of how environmental monitoring is carried out across the ditch. We would like to give a
big thank you to the AHA for giving us the opportunity to present, and to Ritchie Morrow at ENVCO
for his support to get us over for the conference. Also thank you very much Mic Clayton from Snowy
Hydro for being a great guide on our field trip - it was truly a highlight of our trip.
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The fieldtrip crew from left to right: Jon Marks, Michael Whiting, Nick Boyens, Ethan Coulston, Doug Stewart,
Andrew Davidson, Mic Clayton, Jennifer Leslie, Mike Ede and Shane Bilish.
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Mike Ede

ARTICLES

2019 Technical Workshop – “Come to Sunny
Blenheim they said”
Over four days in late March 130 people attended the annual NZHS Technical Workshop in
Blenheim. The workshop had three days of presentations and a one-day fieldtrip, with this year’s
theme being “Water Quality Monitoring for the future”.
Highlights of the presentations this year were:
• Pat Rasmussen’s (USGS) presentation on continuous water quality monitoring and dealing with
the data. Thanks to Evan Baddock and NIWA for making Pat’s attendance at the event possible.
• Mark Randall’s (Queensland Govt) enlightening presentation and demonstrations of video
analysis to measure river flows. Given the success and interest in this we hope to have Mark back
soon to conduct some training for everyone on this.
• Madison Frank and Jake Connolly’s presentation on salt dilution gauging, which had them taking
out the Best Emerging Presenter Award. The award gives them an opportunity to attend the
2020 AHA conference, thanks to generous support of Richie Morrow from Envco and the AHA.
The workshop dinner provided the ideal opportunity for the society to acknowledge success.
President JT came over from Nelson for the evening to present Mike Cook with an Award for
Achievement in Operational Hydrology. This was a well-deserved award that recognised Mike’s
involvement with not only the New Zealand hydrology sector but his global contribution.

Mike Cook acknowledging receipt of his award

Kent Steel from Envco determined to finish his gauging
in the rain.

Despite the poor weather most workshop attendees ventured out for the gauging regatta. I am
always impressed by staff that put their jackets on and just get stuck into their field work. We also
had those who are normally office bound out there taking part as well. It is great to see how long an
all day coffee cart and delivery of gourmet pies for lunch can keep you going in trying conditions.
The technical workshop wouldn’t be complete without an appearance from our Australian mate Mic Clayton,
who this year spent most of his time running around with his GoPro camera. So if you want to review his
director skills check out the following youtube video of the gauging regatta event.
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Film Director Mic Clayton getting stuck into his Steak
and Blue Cheese Pie

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBC0eWC6raQ

We will keep you posted on next year’s Technical
Workshop as soon as we have confirmed details.
I would like to thank the contributions of our
sponsors and trade stands, which help make this
event possible. Their financial support of this
event enables us to keep registration costs low so
that we can have as many people in the room as
we can.
Final thanks go to everyone who came to
Marlborough and made the event the success is
was and we hope to see you again next year.
In closing I will leave you with a couple of
comments from the Workshop Feedback Survey.
“The hydsoc workshop is the calendar event for the
NZ field hydrological industry”
“Important event in the hydro calendar, always worth
attending, useful presentations on a wide variety of
Martin Doyle, caring as always, ensuring Steph Bowis
subjects and a great networking opportunity.”
wasn’t exposed to the rain.

“Excellent. Well run. Impressed that nearly everyone
made the effort each day after heavy education
sessions each evening - sometimes late into the
night/early morning”
“Apart from the beers, pies and good laughs. The
gauging regatta and seeing other equipment in action
e.g. drone and Q boat.”
“One of the only opportunities to meet other field
staff and talk/hear about what other field teams are
doing.”

WATCH HYDROSOC REGATTA ON
YOUTUBE: CREDIT - EVAN BADDOCK
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XzvfKZyRw5Q
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KEY DATES:
Abstract submissions NOW OPEN
Registrations open NOW OPEN
Abstracts Close Friday 23 August
Notifications to Authors 20 September
Earlybird Registrations close 18 October
Conference 3-6 December

www.nzhsconference.co.nz
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Richard Hawke

ARTICLES

Ethics
The New Zealand Hydrological Society’s Constitution contains a bylaw on ethics to ensure the
Society has an appropriate Code of Ethics.
To ensure consistency and appropriateness the NZHS Code of Ethics was aligned with the Royal
Society of New Zealand’s Code of Professional Standards and Ethics.
In January 2019 the Royal Society of New Zealand (RSNZ) released an update to the RSNZ Code of
Professional Standards and Ethics i.e. –
https://royalsociety.org.nz/who-we-are/our-rules-and-codes/code-of-professional-standards-andethics/
Hence, at its 3 May 2019 meeting the NZHS Executive agreed to update the bylaw in the NZHS
Constitution to reference the new RSNZ Code (no other change), i.e.:
NZHS BYLAW 1: Code of Ethics
14.2 The NZHS Code of Ethics shall be the Royal Society of New Zealand Code of
Professional Standards and Ethics in Science, Technology and the Humanities. (as issued by
the Council of the Royal Society of New Zealand on 1 January 2019; https://royalsociety.org.
nz/who-we-are/our-rules-and-codes/code-of-professional-standards-and-ethics/ )
The Code is to support Members to follow exemplary ethical behaviour and world class research and
scholarly practices.
Given that it is in the public interest that all scientists, technologists and humanities scholars act
ethically, professionally and seek to prevent harm, the Royal Society makes this Code freely available.
There is an expectation that Members are aware of the Code. To help understanding and
expectations the RSNZ website has a link to an interpretation document that sets out how the
responsibilities and standards can be met. Examples that could be relevant include Members should:
• Fairly represent the contributions of others
• Not commit plagiarism
• Make evident those statements that are speculative or interpretative
• Avoid any selective manipulation or presentation of results to meet the needs/wants of others
• Present themselves as competent only within their relevant areas of expertise, knowledge or
skills
We encourage all members to review the updated material and consider how it applies to their work

19
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Richard Hawke
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Freshwater Research Summary 2019
Endeavour Fund
$52.6 million of freshwater-relevant research over 3-5 years was funded in the 2018 Endeavour
funding round. MBIE received 399 applications for funding, of which 69 were approved for funding.
Ten of the successful applications addressed a range of issues relevant to freshwater. The new
contracts started on 1 October 2018. The 2019 Endeavour Fund investment process is underway;
results are available around October.

National Science Challenges
Following a mid-way review of all National Science Challenges in 2018, all Challenges were approved
for funding for a further five years on the basis of future strategy documents outlining at a high
level, the strategic direction and priority areas for future research.
Our Land and Water will receive up to $69.3 million from July 2019 to June 2024 (an increase from
$27.6 m over the first five years).
Various Challenge documents including the future strategy are available at https://ourlandandwater.
nz/resources/resources-documents/
Our Land and Water’s 2019 symposium will be held at Te Papa on 12th and 13th August. For more
information see https://ourlandandwater.nz/news/date-symposium-2019/

Strategic Science Investment Fund (SSIF)
SSIF Programmes funding supports strategic research to develop and maintain research capability in
areas of national importance. In 2018 SSIF supported a number of CRI programmes
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/science-and-technology/science-and-innovation/funding-informationand-opportunities/investment-funds/strategic-science-investment-fund/ssif-funded-programmes//

Envirolink
Envirolink continues to fund numerous freshwater projects, which are initiated by regional councils
and delivered primarily by CRIs and Independent Research Organisations.

A Note from Richard Hawke

20

As Editor of the Journal of Hydrology (New Zealand) I benefit from seeing all the manuscripts
that are submitted for potential publication and all the related reviewers’ reports. I continue to
be impressed with the thought and dedication put in by authors and reviewers. Plus, I know the
satisfaction gained from publication. What I worry about is all the good work and insights that
is ‘out there’ that is not published and so is not shared as widely as it could be. So I have two
requests for you….. First, please consider publication: publishing is highly beneficial to you, other
hydrologists and the wider community. Second, if you would like the opportunity to be a reviewer
please let me know. Authors benefit from a wide range of reviewers so it is helpful to assemble a
wide range of potential reviewers.
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ARTICLE
Waikirikiri / Selwyn River: Near River
Recharge Project
The Waikirikiri / Selwyn River: Near River Recharge Project is one of three Freshwater Improvement
Fund (Ministry for the Environment) projects in the Te Waihora / Lake Ellesmere catchment (see
Figure 1). This project is co-funded by Environment Canterbury with in-kind support from Central
Plains Water Ltd (CPWL). Project Governance is via the Selwyn-Waihora Zone Committee, as
the project is based on recommendations of the Zone Committee through the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy. The project manager is Dr Brett Painter from Environment Canterbury.
Background
The hydrology of the Waikirikiri / Selwyn River system is well understood due to numerous research
projects over the years followed by an intense period of assessment and consultation that led to
Plan Change 1 (PC1) to Canterbury’s Land and Water Regional Plan. One of the key hydrological
enhancements recommended by the Zone Committee through the PC1 process was targeted
augmentation to improve surface and groundwater health, particularly during periods of natural
stress. A learning-by-doing work programme was agreed with the Zone Committee to establish
proof-of-concept followed by prioritised implementation. This process and learnings are discussed in
Painter (2017).
The Need
The Waikirikiri / Selwyn River system as we know it began its life as a melt line from the great
Rakaia Glacier. It wandered down the Selwyn-Waihora catchment with some freedom, creating
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Figure 1: Waikirikiri / Selwyn River: Near River Recharge Project
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layers of interlinked channels on the way. The
upper river is primarily fed by winter rainfall
(though heavy rainfall can occur at any time) and
spring snowmelt. The river starts losing flow to
groundwater as soon as it exits the gorge and
usually loses all its flow before the mainstem
is joined by upper catchment tributaries. This
second (often short) flowing reach also usually
loses all its flow to groundwater, which feeds
the lower catchment mainstem and tributaries.
The river flows for its full length when the
groundwater system is full and occasionally
when flood intensity is greater than recharge
(losing) rate (Painter, 2010).
The name Waikirikiri (river of stones) was given
by tangata whenua, who followed the river
system for food and other resources such as
greenstone. More recent human associations
with the river are documented in the annual
reports of the North Canterbury Acclimatisation
Society (NCAS) following their brown trout
release and salvage programme, which began
in the late 1800s. This information matches
a more recent system description informed
by assessments of ground and surface water
interactions over the last 70 years, which
concluded that the middle reaches of the river
are dry more often than not. The effects of
long-term climate trends (especially increasing
evapotranspiration) and cycles (both decadal and
sub-decadal) can be connected to extreme river
system behaviour (i.e., floods and sustained low
flow periods), as can the compounding effects of
groundwater abstraction since the mid-1990s.

Figure 2. Recharge Project monitoring

Despite this, the river system and all it supports (e.g., cultural, recreational, aquatic biodiversity) are
still highly valued, and concerns about current system health are voiced loud and clear. The 1935
NCAS Annual Report named the lower Selwyn River as “the best 3 miles of brown trout fishing
in the Dominion”. This is no longer the case. Waikirikiri / Selwyn River tributaries have also been
strongholds for one of New Zealand’s most threaten native aquatic species, the Canterbury mudfish.
Recent droughts and trout predation have provided significant challenges for the survival of this
species. Four recreational reserves established along the river many decades ago retain variable use,
with low use matching low flow periods and poor recreational health gradings.
The response
Many projects and initiatives to improve the Waikirikiri/Selwyn system have begun since PC1
became operative in 2016. The Waikirikiri / Selwyn River: Near River Recharge Project is one such
initiative, conceptualised in 2017 following positive early results from the targeted augmentation
programme and the Hinds Managed Aquifer Recharge project (in the nearby Ashburton Zone). The
Project involves construction of a dedicated off-take from Stage 2 CPW infrastructure to recharge
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the Waikirikiri/Selwyn (groundwater) system when it is naturally water short via a form of Managed
Aquifer Recharge known as Near River Recharge. The off-take will supply a large purpose-built
recharge basin near the true right bank of the Waikirikiri, north east of the town of Hororata. The
basin will be situated in the middle of a pine plantation, which has been purchased as part of the
project. This location has also been assessed to be ideal for enhanced lizard habitat and for reestablishment of native dryland seed sources in pine plantation clearings. Lizard habitat creation has
been started by CPWL and native re-establishment will follow construction.
The primary water source is already consented stock and irrigation water from the Rakaia River.
The water will be used during periods when it is not required for stock or irrigation purposes. The
infrastructure is designed to recharge a maximum of 3.5 m3/s (3500 l/s), with actual delivered flow
dependent on an assessment of what is required by the groundwater system, what is available to be
delivered, and the pipe capacity available to deliver this water. Supplied water will initially recharge
the nearby shallow groundwater system through the basin floor. If the basin fills to a high level, the
remainder of the flow will travel through to a dry braid of the Waikirikiri / Selwyn River where it will
follow the recharge pathways of natural river flow.
The system will only operate when the river is not naturally flowing nearby (i.e., will not mix at
surface with natural river water) and will primarily operate during winter time to compensate for
dry winters that result in low river flows the following summer. The recharged water will travel
through the local groundwater system, supporting flows in the Hororata, Waiwhio/Irwell and lower
Waikirikiri / Selwyn. The project is not expected to increase the length of time the Waikirikiri /
Selwyn River is flowing for its full length, as this only occurs when the connected groundwater
system is full (Painter, 2010). A full groundwater system means an increase in flooding risk in the
lower catchment, which is an unacceptable outcome from project operation.
The scheme will be run by Environment Canterbury, with operational support from CPWL. Existing
Environment Canterbury monitoring has been extended to ensure that recharge effects can be
quantified (Figure 2). The closest waterways to benefit are the lower tributaries of the Hororata
River. The project is therefore linked to a new Electric Fish Barrier project on one of these
tributaries, which will keep Canterbury mudfish habitat safe from predating trout.
Progress to date has focussed on baseline monitoring, assessments and preparation for consenting
and construction processes. Construction is timed through winter and early spring 2019, with full
commissioning to follow once sufficient water and pipe capacity are available.

The other two projects are Whakaora Te Ahuriri and the Snake Creek Restoration Project.

1

Painter, B.D.M. 2010. Analysis of linkages between climatic conditions and a brown trout (Salmo trutta) fishery: A case study on the Lake
Ellesmere catchment. Research report, Lincoln Ventures Ltd.
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Painter, B.D.M. 2017. Protection of groundwater dependent ecosystems in Canterbury, New Zealand: the Targeted Stream
Augmentation Project. Sustainable Water Resources Management. Special Issue: Managed Aquifer Recharge. http://link.springer.com/
article/10.1007/s40899-017-0188-2
For more information contact Dr Brett Painter, Project Leader - Assessment & Evaluations, Canterbury Water Management
Strategy: brett.painter@ecan.govt.nz
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UPDATES
News from Aqualinc Research Limited
Compiled by Tim Kerr

Raukōkore Regional Growth
Dr Andrew Dark, Ian McIndoe, Dr Ayaka Kashima and Dr Birendra K.C. are undertaking a water
supply and storage feasibility study for the Raukōkore area in the eastern Bay of Plenty. The project
is for Te Whanau a Maruhaeremuri Hapū Trust and is part of the Central Government Provincial
Growth Fund’s efforts to add value to the area and catalyse productivity aligned with regional
priorities.

Figure 1: Dawn over Waihau Bay, near Raukōkore, an area of Bay of Plenty being investigated by Aqualinc for a water
supply and storage scheme.

Justin Legg joins the Christchurch Office
Justin Legg has joined the Christchurch
office as a Senior Geologist/ Environmental
Scientist. Justin has decades of experience in
mineral resources and has a strong interest in
integration of different knowledge cultures (i.e.
scientific data, farming know-how, Mātauranga
Māori and community science). He works in
Aqualinc’s Water and Land team, managed by
Dr Helen Rutter. Justin is married with two
tamariki, and is a keen vegetable gardener, bee
keeper, tramper and rock climber.
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Figure 2. Justin Legg, Aqualinc’s new Senior Geologist/
Environmental Scientist.
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Soil moisture season of two halves
Prior to mid-January our irrigation management team found soil moisture was well maintained
throughout the country as a result of the regular rainfall events. Then, as large slow-moving
anticyclones bathed the country in sunshine, soil moisture levels declined and irrigators took over
from the rain. Dr Tony Davoren, Aqualinc’s resident soil moisture guru, describes a dream harvest for
seed croppers, but a challenging season for grapes with frequent high rainfall events encouraging
vegetative growth and making high fruit quality difficult to achieve.

Figure 4: Jocelyn Smith monitoring soil moisture in a 20 ha paddock of seed carrots near Tarras, Central Otago.
Figure 5. Estimated groundwater particle tracking for
a proposed drinking water supply well as modelled by
Julian Weir.

Groundwater Particle Tracking used to refine
drinking water supply sources
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To assist with assessing compliance with the
Drinking Water Standards, Julian Weir has
been using his 3D groundwater model of the
Rakaia-Waimakariri Plains. The model has
enabled prediction of source regions for drinking
water supply wells for Selwyn District Council.
This approach provides a more refined, and
physically-based, understanding of where to
implement related source protection areas,
without resorting to the simple, default criterion,
based on distance around the bore
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Stockwater Race flow measurement audit
Dan Farrow has gauged and audited 13 of Ashburton District Council’s stockwater race flowmeasurement flumes to check that the installation calibrations are still valid. These flumes measure
and telemeter the flow from many of the intakes into the council’s 2381 km of races. The weirs are
of various sizes, the smallest rated for 2.8 l/s and the largest for 1,300 l/s. The council has been
providing stockwater for 120 years.

Figure 6: Ashburton District Council stockwater race flume recently audited by Dan Farrow.

Kaikōura earthquake recovery
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Figure 7: An example of the extent of waterlogging facing
local farmers in the Kaikōura area following the Kaikōura
earthquake.

A result of the Kaikōura earthquake in
2016 was extensive land damage. As the
earthquake repairs continued, one of the
remaining issues was large areas of farmland
that were left with severe land drainage
issues. Aqualinc has used a team, including
Dr Helen Rutter, Ian McIndoe, Rose Edkins,
and Dan Farrow, to assess the likely sources
of the water, determine water quality
and flows, and develop drainage plans to
remediate the land, with the aim of bringing
it back into productive use again, while
minimising impacts on surface watercourses.
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UPDATES
Update from the GNS Science
Hydrogeology Group
Compiled by Conny Tschritter & Magali Moreau
New staff
Frederika Mourot joined our team from Otago Regional Council. Frederika has a wide expertise in
freshwater and environment sciences, specifically in the management of groundwater resources.
She works on research projects to characterise groundwater resources, and on consultancy studies
to investigate water resource quality, quantity and vulnerability. Prior to moving to NZ in 2015 and
working as a regional council Groundwater Scientist, she worked for 10 years in Europe, Africa and
Asia as both a hydrogeologist and water consultant. Frederika is particularly interested in developing
applied projects to help to sustainably manage New Zealand’s groundwater resources.
Karen Houghton is a microbiologist who recently joined our team of groundwater scientists at GNS
Science. Before that, she investigated the microbial ecology of geothermal environments as part of
the GNS Science Geomicrobiology team. Karen’s new research focus is on the remediation of landuse impacted freshwater using natural microbial communities. Some of you may already have met
her during the last Hydrological Society Annual Conference, where she co-presented a poster on
predicted bacterial metabolic profiles of NZ groundwaters.

Frederika Mourot
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Karen Houghton
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National and regional datasets, a long-term objective
In the last decade, GNS Science has developed regional and nationwide datasets of aquifer
boundaries and properties. That work has taken place across multiple projects, i.e., GNS Science
Groundwater Resources of New Zealand Research Programme (SSIF-funded, Ministry of Business
Innovation and Employment, MBIE), Smart Aquifer Characterisation project (MBIE contestable),
the current Groundwater Atlas project funded by the Ministry for the Environment, and the
collaboration with NIWA in their New Zealand Water Model (NZWaM) Project. GNS Science plans
to continue the development of relevant aquifer and groundwater datasets across all regions of New
Zealand with the ultimate aim for these datasets to be seamless and applicable to multiple uses at
local and regional scales.
Example 1: hydraulic properties (NZWaM-funded)
In the NZWaM project, we are developing nationwide maps of hydraulic properties that are
based on the 1:250,000 geological map of New Zealand (QMAP), e.g., near-surface hydraulic
conductivity, effective porosity, and depth to hydrogeological basement (Figure 1). These datasets
are, for example, used in regional and national case studies to better estimate the interaction of
groundwater and surface water. Our current focus in NZWaM is the application of these datasets
to groundwater flow models that calculate groundwater discharge to the surface (e.g., as observed
gaining river reaches).

Figure 1: Nationwide estimates of the depth to hydrogeological basement (Westerhoff et al., 2018).
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Example 2: Hydrogeological Systems (SSIF-funded, Groundwater Resources of New Zealand)
A national classification for hydrogeological systems was developed for New Zealand (Moreau et
al., 2019). These systems are defined as geographical areas with broadly consistent hydrogeological
properties and similar resource pressures and management issues. In total, eight system classes were
defined: basement hard rock, basement infill, coastal independent, inland river valley, inland volcanic,
coastal volcanic, inland basin and coastal basin (Figure 2). This dataset will be used to update the
2001 GNS New Zealand aquifer map. Applications include environmental reporting and planning,
and outreach. Please contact Magali Moreau or Paul White for more details or to provide feedback.
The project outputs consist of two 1:250,000 GIS datasets (polygons and boundary lines) that
include descriptive elements (e.g., depositional environment, geological age, and lithologies).
Datasets used to generate these maps included geology (QMAP), digital terrain models, topographic
contours, surface drainage information, hydrogeological classes, and relevant publications (e.g.,
Quaternary shorelines). The GIS datasets will be released on 1/07/2019 on the GNS website
groundwater database and tools webpage.

Figure 2: New Zealand hydrogeological systems (Moreau et al., 2019).

References
Moreau, M.; White, P.A.; Mourot, F.; Rawlinson, Z.; Tschritter, C.; Westerhoff, R.; Cameron, S. 2019 (in prep.). Classification of New
Zealand Hydrogeological Systems. Lower Hutt (NZ): GNS Science. (GNS Science report; 2018/35). doi:10.21420/42qw-mc74.
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Westerhoff, R.S.; Tschritter, C.; Zammit, C. 2018. Inclusion of subsurface hydraulic properties in the New Zealand Water Model
Hydrology Project. In: New Zealand Hydrological Society Annual Conference, 4 - 7 December 2018, La Vida Conference Centre,
Christchurch.
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UPDATES
Lincoln Agritech Ltd update
Compiled by Roland Stenger

SkyTEM surveys in Critical Pathways Programme
(CPP)
Lincoln Agritech and collaborators from Aqualinc
Research, Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research,
GNS Science, Lincoln University, AgFirst and the
Technische Universität Dresden embarked, in
October 2018, on their new MBIE-funded Critical
Pathways Programme (CPP).
Responding to a well-recognised knowledge gap,
CPP aims to elucidate the relatively shallow and
short transfer pathways operating at the subcatchment scale (tens of km2), and to represent
them in water flow and contaminant transfer
models.
To obtain catchment-scale information on the
subsurface environment at high spatial resolution,
in February 2019 we introduced the world-leading
SkyTEM system for airborne electromagnetic
surveys to New Zealand. While such surveys
have been carried out elsewhere to map water
resources for consumptive use (drinking water,
irrigation, etc.), the primary goal of our application
was to gain understanding of the flow of water
(and contaminants transported by it) from a parcel
of land to a surface water body. Our collaboration
with the developers of the SkyTEM system at

Fig. 1: SkyTEM survey of the Piako River headwater
catchment (Upper Hauraki). Photo: Aldrin Rivas.

Aarhus University (Denmark) has enabled us to optimise the survey set-up specifically for our focus
on the shallow subsurface environment (upper 20 m below the ground surface).
Two contrasting Waikato catchments, the Waiotapu Stream catchment (approx. 300 km2) and the
Piako River headwater catchment (approx. 100 km2) were surveyed (Fig. 1), which took only seven
flight days to complete. For a brief video clip showing the helicopter in action, please visit https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEMIwi_B20U&feature=youtu.be.
Using parallel flight paths (200 m apart) enabled us to get high-resolution data across the entire
catchment areas (Figs 2 and 3). This starkly contrasts with the conventional approach that uses a
limited number of point-scale lithology data from the installation of groundwater bores.
30
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Mike Friedel (Hydrogeophysicist and Environmental Data Analytics Science Leader) is leading
the analysis of the ‘big data’ generated by the flights. Building on innovative machine learning
workflows that he developed in previous projects, Mike started developing workflows for integrating
the new airborne electromagnetic data with a wide range of other hydrogeophysical data to
enable continuous 3D characterisation of aquifer properties and their uncertainty. The derived
hydrogeophysical units will subsequently be used by Scott Wilson for the realistic modelling of subcatchment scale and catchment scale water flows and contaminant transfers.

Fig. 2: Example of conductivity cross-section from the Piako River headwater catchment (Upper Hauraki).

Fig. 3: Example of conductivity cross-section from the Waiotapu Stream catchment (Upper Waikato).

Recent publications
Clague, J.C.; Stenger, R.; Morgenstern, U. 2019. The influence of unsaturated zone drainage status on denitrification and
the redox succession in shallow groundwater. Science of the Total Environment 660: 1232-1244. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
scitotenv.2018.12.383
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UPDATES
News from NIWA
Compiled by James Griffiths
WMO Flash Flood Forecasting Guidance System
NIWA took part in the first plenary workshop of a WMO Flash Flood Forecasting Guidance System
for the Pacific held in Fiji on 12-16 November 2018. The system uses satellite, weather radar,
numerical weather models and telemetered climate data to predict flash flooding on a catchment
basis. The sophisticated system, funded by Canada, should be operational within one year. [Smart]
WMO coastal inundation forecasting demonstration project
NIWA provided input to the WMO Coastal Inundation Forecasting Demonstration Project workshop
held in Fiji on 19-22 November 2018. NIWA is providing software and training for a Nadi coastal
inundation alert support system. [Smart]
New Zealand Water Model (NZWaM) special session at HydroSoc 2018
A special session on the New Zealand Water Model (NZWaM) was presented at the joint
Hydrological Society and Meteorological Society annual conference in December 2018. Christian
Zammit introduced the session which included an update on the development of NZWaM-Hydro,
the first component of NZWaM platform that consists of a surface water flow model, groundwater
model and water-age model. Other presentations included a description of a finer resolution digital
river network being developed from a hybrid LiDAR -15m DEM; development of a surface-water
isotope map for New Zealand; model and data benchmarking and quality assessment; surfacegroundwater model parameter regionalisation; and a description of the sub-surface hydraulic
properties from GNS Science. [Zammit, Shanker, Rajanayaka, Dudley, Yang, Henderson]
Collaborative visit to Australian National University
Jing Yang visited Prof Tony Jakeman’s group, the Integrated Catchment Assessment and Management
Centre (iCAM) at the Australian National University (ANU) in Canberra. Jing presented his work on
surface-groundwater modelling in New Zealand and had discussions about potential collaboration on
the application of sensitivity, uncertainty, and machine learning techniques in hydrology and water
quality research. Collaboration next year will include a paper on sensitivity analysis; co-organisation
of a ‘sensitivity and uncertainty analysis in environmental science’ training course at Nanjing Normal
University, China (prior to IEMSS regional conference), and collaboration on research proposals.
Irrigation efficiency and groundwater recharge in pallic soils
NIWA, Environment Canterbury (Ecan), Plant & Food Research, Lincoln University, Manaaki Whenua
Landcare Research and Earth & Environmental Science Ltd are undertaking a multi-year research
project to develop better estimates of groundwater recharge under pivot-irrigated pallic soil. The
research is conducted at an operational dairy farm south of St Andrews in South Canterbury. NIWA
has been supporting the initiative through the Strategic Science Investment Fund and CAPEX funds.
NIWA and ECan have installed a compact weather station to record rainfall, temperature, wind
velocity, humidity and barometric pressure, and a flume to measure surface run-off and to collect
water quality samples. NIWA will also be installing soil moisture sensors, once classification and
distribution of soil is completed. [Srinivasan, Hayden, Rajanayaka, Griffiths]
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Co-innovation
NIWA scientists and collaborators have been working on an MBIE-funded, NIWA-led co-innovationbased irrigation programme, Irrigation Insight, since 2016. This programme and its predecessor
MBIE programme Primary Innovation, which was led by AgResearch, have been increasingly
acclaimed by stakeholders and international researchers as a practical and successful demonstration
of the application of co-innovation principles to complex water management problems. Following a
recommendation from one of the overseas members, a senior executive member from AgResearch
Science team approached Irrigation Insight researchers to put together a story on the application
of co-innovation principles to irrigation management. The feedback received was very positive and
supportive of the project. [Srinivasan, Elley, Muller, Blackett, Fear, Carey-Smith]
Irish delegation
A team of scientists, regulators and planners visited New Zealand from Ireland in February to learn
about our approach to water quality management. M Srinivasan met with the delegation as part of
the Our Land and Water Science Challenge - Sources and Flows programme. A short presentation on
the programme and progress to date was made. [Srinivasan]
Hydrology in a Changing World – Challenges in Modelling
A book offering a comprehensive overview of the challenges in hydrological modelling has been coedited by Dr Shailesh Singh and contains chapters by two other staff members from NIWA hydrology
groups. The book has been written to provide decision-makers with a better understanding of the
science, impacts, and consequences of climate and land-use changes on hydrology. Further, insights
into how the changing behaviour of hydrological processes, related uncertainties and their evolution
affect the modelling process are offered. The book will be of interest to researchers and practitioners
using hydrological models. [Singh, Srinivasan, Griffiths]
Groundwater age
NIWA field teams have begun monthly tritium sampling at NIWA’s river water quality monitoring
sites. These samples will be used to calculate the age of the groundwater that contributes to
streamflow. At these same sites we have also been analysing monthly water samples for stable
isotopes, to calculate changes in the proportion of old groundwater in streamflow through time.
We will compare these age data to water quality time series to examine how water quality across
the country depends on the pathways water takes from rainfall to river. This work is part of a
collaboration between GNS and NIWA through the Te Whakaheke o Te Wai project. (Dudley, Yang).
Visitor from USGS
The Hydrology team in Christchurch hosted Dr John Risley from the USGS in February. John spent
some time learning about the national hydrological model NZWaM-hydro and held discussions
about future collaboration and model performance comparison.
Marsden Fund Research
The Hydrology team in Christchurch hosted Dr John Risley from the US Geological Survey in
February. John spent some time learning about the national hydrological model NZWaM-hydro and
held discussions about future collaboration and model performance comparison.
New staff
Jono Conway joined NIWA as a scientist in the Hydrological Modelling team and will be based in
the Lauder office. His research experience includes snow and ice and the interaction of climate and
hydrology in alpine areas. His experience includes installation of weather stations on glaciers in the
Southern Alps and Canadian Rockies; exploring the energetics of seasonal snow in forest clearings;
and the study of stratospheric dynamics and earth system modelling. Jono’s current work involves
modelling seasonal snow in New Zealand and he is leading a Marsden Fast Start project titled “How
do clouds modify the response of mountain glaciers to climate change?”
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UPDATES
Update from Golder
Christchurch Office Grows
The Golder environment team had a busy 2018 and, to keep up with demand, have employed two
new hydrogeologists, Amandine Bosserelle and Kate Bailue. Amandine has a background in saline
intrusion and density dependent flow modelling, and has contributed to various projects in New
Zealand, Australia and small developing countries including Fiji, Kiribati and Tuvalu. Kate has a
background in mining in Western Australia from where she recently moved and has spent the last
10 years working for Rio Tinto as a groundwater modeller on numerous iron ore projects. Both are
excited to be applying their skills to New Zealand aquifers.
Some of the key projects the team have been working on over the past year are outlined below.
Gisborne Managed Aquifer Recharge - Stage 2 Injection Trial
The long-term water availability in the Poverty Bay area, Gisborne, is a potentially limiting factor
in future regional development. Irrigation for horticultural purposes is one of the main uses of
water across the Poverty Bay Flats and a substantial proportion is derived from groundwater.
Gisborne District Council identified declining groundwater level trends in the Poverty Bay area as an
environmental and water supply reliability issue. These trends are linked to increasing groundwater
abstraction for irrigation purposes.
Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) is one option under consideration to improve water security and
involves the replenishment of the aquifer ensuring sustained yields from the aquifers beneath the
Poverty Bay Flats. The Makauri Aquifer was selected for the MAR pilot project due to its relatively
high usage, declining groundwater level trends, broad extent and good transmissivity.
The installation of a Makauri Aquifer injection well headworks and filter system was completed in
May 2017 and injection trial undertaken between June – September 2017. Waipaoa River water
is sourced via an existing infiltration gallery at Kaiaponi Farms and, after filtering, injected into the
Makauri Aquifer at the MAR site. The 2017 injection trial showed that augmentation of the Makauri
Aquifer is technically viable with 73,000 m3 being injected at a rate of 15 L/s over a 59-day period.
An increase in groundwater levels during injection is clearly visible, with mounding effects recorded
up to 1,500 m away from the injection well.
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Gisborne MAR river take and injection well
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A full scheme could potentially have a stabilising effect on Makauri Aquifer groundwater levels
by enhancing aquifer yield, as well as beneficial effects on water quality. However, there are risks
associated with the Gisborne MAR project that need to be understood and effective management
and mitigation strategies put in place. Key risks include well clogging associated with the injection
of oxic river water into the mainly anoxic Makauri Aquifer, and the risk of contamination of
groundwater.
Golder is currently involved with further investigations, groundwater modelling and injection
trials, to better understand the significance of the key risks and develop the optimal design for
implementing a full scale MAR scheme. Results will follow later in 2019.
Comprehensive Stormwater Network Discharge Consent (CSNDC) Renewal for Christchurch
The renewal of the stormwater resource consents required an assessment of effects, which included
an evaluation of the current stormwater contaminant load and the expected reductions over
the next 35 years. Golder was engaged by Christchurch City Council to undertake Contaminant
Load Modelling (CLM) for all urbanised areas within the city limits. This assessment also provided
information of the efficacy of various measures to reduce the stormwater contaminant load. The
work involved GIS mapping of stormwater subcatchments, development of the Christchurch
Contaminant Load Model (C-CLM) based on the Auckland CLM methodology, and presenting results
at the CSNDC consent hearings in November 2018.
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UPDATES
WGA Update
Compiled by Clare Houlbrooke
Hinds /Hekeao Plains Managed Aquifer Recharge
Bob Bower, Clare Houlbrooke and Brett Sinclair were busy last year completing analysis of Year 2
of the Hinds /Hekeao Plains Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) trial, completing a site upgrade at
the Laghmor Site, and assisting in establishing 16 other new MAR testing sites. Late in the year the
initial recharge test data from several new soakage sites were analysed and the outcomes presented
to Environment Canterbury. The Hekeao/Hinds Managed Aquifer Recharge Trial and the new test
sites have been established to explore the application of various MAR techniques to address both
water quantity and quality issues, including surface infiltration and passive shallow injection, to the
diverse hydrogeologic conditions of the Hekeao/Hinds Plains.
In addition, a new recharge project located adjacent to the South Branch of the Hekeao-Hinds/
Hekeao River has been designed in close consultation with local iwi representatives, constructed
and is now operational. This project is focused on helping to restore the eel fishery in the river,
along with a range of other beneficial outcomes. The project recharges up to 200 litres per second
of water sourced from the Rangitata River through natural floodplain areas. This recharge acts
to increase flows in the river and from associated springs that support a wetland and eel habitat
area (refer to attached figure). This multi-faceted project also seeks to re-establish native riparian
vegetation on the floodplain, improve water quality in the river and recharge clean water into a
groundwater system associated with community drinking water supplies.
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Hekeao-Hinds River/Hekeao River Project site targeting a dry river channel adjacent to the South Branch of the Upper
Hinds/Hekeao River (WGA 2018).
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Central Hawke’s Bay Managed Aquifer Recharge Pre-feasibility
WGA have been working with Hawke’s Bay Regional Council (Jeff Smith, Simon Harper, Pawel
Rakowski) on a pre-feasibility technical assessment on the suitability of utilising MAR to support
sustainable water management in the Central Hawkes Bay. WGA are assessing suitability of local
aquifer hydrogeological setting for water storage, assessing source water.

Waipawa River in Central Hawke’s Bay, part of the Central Hawke’s Bay MAR pre-feasibility project.

Conferences
Brett Sinclair presented a paper on integrating groundwater replenishment into catchment-scale
water management solutions at the Hydrology and Water Resources Symposium, organised by
Engineers Australia and held in Melbourne during December last year.
Bob Bower, Clare Houlbrooke and Russell Martin are travelling to Madrid in May 2019 to attend
the ISMAR10 (International Symposium on Managed Aquifer Recharge). Experts in MAR meet every
three years to discuss MAR projects from around the world. Bob and Clare are presenting papers on
NZ MAR projects, Bob is a member of the conference scientific advisory committee, and Russell will
be presenting in two workshops on managing clogging in MAR systems. https://www.ismar10.net/
en/ismar10-3/
New Staff
Catherine Howell has joined the WGA NZ team as a Hydrogeologist on a part-time basis. She is
based in Auckland and is working on projects in the Waikato and Southland regions.
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